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ABSTRACT. Let G be a finite group and let H be a subgroup of G.   If

fSG, then the set Eg = {hgh~  \h e H] is the subclass of G containing g and

£xe£. x is the subclass sum containing g.   The algebra over the field of complex

numbers generated by these subclass sums is called the subclass algebra (denot-

ed by S) associated with G and H.  The irreducible modules of S are demonstra-

ted, and results about Schur algebras are used to develop formulas relating the

irreducible characters of S to the irreducible characters of G and H.

Introduction. Throughout this article G will denote an arbitrary finite group

and H a subgroup of G. We shall call two elements, g and g of G, //-equivalent

if there exists an element h EH such that g = hgh~x. Being //-equivalent is an

equivalence relation on G and the equivalence classes under this relation are

called subclasses of G. We shall denote the subclass containing the element g EG

by Eg, and the subclass sum containing g is Bg = ZxeE x. The algebra over the

complex numbers K generated by these subclass sums is called the subclass alge-

bra, denoted by 5, associated with G and H. S is a subalgebra of the group alge-

bra KG.

Subclasses were first studied by E. P. Wigner who developed formulas re-

lating the restriction to H of the irreducible characters of G to the number of

subclasses. The work done here was started in order to provide a more algebraic

proof to Wigner's results. A paper by F. Roesler about Schur algebras provides

an algebraic framework for working with the subclass algebra and proving Wigner's

theorems. Roesler's results which are used in this paper are provided for the

reader in § 1.

Let {Mx . . . Ms} be the irreducible Ä"G-modules with M¡ affording the irre-

ducible character x¡ of G and let {Nx . . . Nt} he the irreducible ^//-modules

with N¡ affording the irreducible character d>f of H. Suppose {e,-};=i is a set of

orthogonal primitive idempotents of KH such that Nt - KHe¡. Define the non-

negative integers {ci;} by x,l# = S|_1C«$/. Then in §2 we prove:
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\2 „Theorem (Wigner). 2¡,(ch)  = the number of subclasses.

Theorem. The irreducible S-modules are {e¡Mj}.   The dimension of e¡M,

is cir

Let tyy he the irreducible character of S afforded by e¡Mj. In §3, we de-

velop formulas relating the irreducible characters of S to the irreducible characters

of G and H and give the relationship between the subclass algebra and the double

coset algebra. The following theorem, proved in §3, may be considered a gen-

eralization of a well-known theorem of Clifford:

Theorem. For c¡¡ =£ 0,

des y*

where

Í$¡(x) ifx E H,
degi».

c¡¡\r,x\

In his paper, Wigner observed a number of rather simple but useful proper-

ties of subclasses:

(1) Each conjugacy class of G is a union of subclasses.

(2) If a subclass contains an element of H, then the subclass is a conjugacy

class of H.

(3) Each subclass, as a set, commutes with every element of H.

(4) For any subclass E , the number of elements in Eg, denoted IP^I, equals

1/71/ \CH(g)\, where CH(g) is the subgroup of H consisting of all the elements of

H which commute with g.

(5) The inverses of the elements of a subclass form a subclass.

(6) The product of two subclass sums is a sum of subclass sums (i.e.

^g\Ps-i ~ ^geGngBg wnere trie ng are nonnegative integers).

1. Schur algebras.

Definition 1.1. Let A he a subalgebra of KG. We shall call A a Schur

algebra if there exists a partition, X, of G such that

(1) The elements 2iSy£ (Y E X) form a basis for A over K.

(2) If Y E X, then Y* = (g~l \g E Y} is also in X.
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(3){e}EX.

The element of X containing the element g EG will be denoted Y„. We shall

also use {Yg} (or just {Y}) to denote the basis elements of A. Evidently the

subclass algebra is a Schur algebra. In this section A will always be an arbitrary

Schur algebra.

A is semisimple [4, Satz 1 ] so if we let {p¡} denote the irreducible charac-

ters of A, we may write A = f&Ap. where the Ap. are simple two-sided ideals

of A.

Definition 12. ÇA: A —*A is defined by ÇA(Z) = 2yeArcy YZY* where

cY = v/\Y\ and v = LCM{\Y\ \YEX}. C$ = $A(Ye) and a, = p¡(CA)/deg p¡

for all irreducible characters p¡ of A.

Theorem 1.3 [4, Satz 4]. The central idempotent e¡ of A such that Ap. =

Aei is

ei = -—LZcYpi(Y*)Y.
a¡      y

Theorem 1.4 [4, p. 38]. For any p¡ there exists an irreducible character of

X of KG such that xL contains p¡.

Definition 1.5. Let H' be a subgroup of G and let A' be a Schur algebra

of KH' with X' a partition of //' such that {EgGyg} (Y' E X') is a basis for A'.

Then A' is called a Schur subalgebra of A if for each Y' there exists a subset V'

of X such that Y' = UYev- Y.

Define w - LCM{ly'l \Y' E X'} and cr = wl\Y'\ for Y' G X'.   {y¡\ will

denote the irreducible characters of Ä. Define f4' and CA  in the same manner

as we defined fA and CA and let

7/(Cq ) .      w ^       .
bj = —,-   and   y¡   = — y¡ o p
/      deg7;. '*      vbj  i

I7/(y')iyi/iy'i for yc y'ex',

0 for Y <L Y'   for aU Y' E X'.

Theorem 1.6 [4, Satz 6]. yf is a character of A and if pAA> = ^d^,

then yf = 2tdupt.

where
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Note that the above result is a Frobenius reciprocity theorem for Schur al-

gebras.

Theorem 1.7 [4, Satz 12]. (a) // C$ E A', then for all p¡ and y¡ such that

da * 0,
deg7/   =w_ai

degyj       v   bf

(b) All the p¡ in the decomposition of yf have the same constant a.

2. The irreducible S-modules.

Proposition 2.1. (a) Let y be an idempotent in KH and let M be a KG-

module, then yM is an S-module.

(b) // e and d are primitive idempotents in KH such that KHe - KHd (as

KH-modules), then eM- — dM- 0=1 ■ • • s) as S-modules.

Proof, (a) M is a A'G-module so M is also an S-module. Let x E S and

m EM, then since every element of S commutes with every element of KH, we

have x(ym) = y(xm) E yM and so yM is an S-module.

(b) Consider P = HomK H(KHe, M¡). P can be made into an S-module by

defining for a G KHe, ^ G P, and x ES, (x^)(a) = xV(a). Now we will show

P is S-isomorphic to eM¡.

Define db: p —> eM¡ by $(/) = /(e) for / G P. /(e) G eM¡ since /(e) =

f(e2) = ef(e). Suppose figEP with $(/) = <%), then for ke E KHe (k G Ä77)

we have f(ke) = kf(e) = kg(e) = g(ke) and so / = g. So 4> is one-to-one.  $ is

onto since dim(P) = dim(eM¡) [1, Theorem 54.15].  Let x ES, then it is clear

that $(xf) = *<£(/) and hence d> is an S-isomorphism.

If Q = HomKH(KHd, M¡) where KHe - KHd (as ATPmodules) then using

an argument similar to the one above, P - Q as S-modules. So finally we have

eM¡ - P - Q - dM¡ as S-modules.   Q .E .D.

In the Introduction, the nonnegative integers c« were defined by x,-l# —

Ej-jC«^ where [xx ... x^} are the irreducible characters of G and [<bx . . . $f}

are the irreducible characters of H.

Corollary 2.2. dim(e,-Ai.) = c(J-.

Proof. By the proof of the preceding proposition, áim(e¡M,) =

dim(UomKH(KHe¡, M¡)) = cfj by Theorem 43.18 in [1 ].   Q.E.D.

Note that c- may equal 0 and in this case etMj = 0. In the next proposi-

tion and elsewhere in this paper, we have the situation where a module M is iso-

morphic to a direct sum of ax copies of M,, a2 copies of M2, . . . , an copies of

Mn for some « and modules {M¡}. In this case, we shall write M *< l,"=xaiMi.
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If M is isomorphic to m copies of a single module N, we shall write M « mN.

Proposition 23.M¿\s * ^^(àimNj)eiMj.

Proof. Let Cx ... Cf be a list of the simple two-sided ideals of KH with

each Ck = ^flrxnNk KHalk where {alk} (k = 1 . . . t, I = 1 . . . àimNk) is a

list of orthogonal primitive idempotents. The 5-modules {a¡ kMA are submodules

of Mj\s. Suppose a¡   k mx = ax  k m2 with lx ¥= l2 or kx # &2 and mlt

m2 G A/y. Then by multiplying by a/lkl we have fl/l>jtl«i, = 0 = «i2>fc2m2-

Hence a^^M, n fl/2,fc?My = 0. Similarly B,,,*,^ n 2(u)#(/l)fcl)fl,(*üíy - 0.

Hence 2, fca, kM¡ is a direct sum of 5-modules.

By Proposition 2.1(b), the primitive central orthogonal idempotents {ej}*-i

may be indexed so that altiM¡ - e¡Mj (as 5-modules) for 1 < / < dimN¡. There-

fore
t

©Z al>kMj « ©2 (ahaN¡)etMj.
l.k i=l

By Corollary 2.2, dim e¡M¡ = c/;- and so we have that T,ti=x(ßmtNi)eiMj is a sub-

module of MÁS of dimension Sj=1(dim iV^c«. But since M\KH « 2tl=.xc¡¡Ni, it

follows that dimM- = 2?_1(dim./Vi)c//-. Consequently we have Jlf^ «

E^^dimTV,.)^..   Q.E.D.

We are now ready to prove the first of Wigner's formulas in [7]. Let z =

the number of subclasses of G.

Theorem 2.4. 2f/.(c,7)2 = z.

In order to prove Theorem 2.4, the following lemma will be used:

Lemma. z= \H\~1'Lh&H\CG(h)\.

Proof of the Lemma. Since ZgeG \CH(g)\ = 2A6ff ICG(«)I we have

fte// g&G     m '

=g^lKi+"'+MÀrz'
where {Ex ... Ez) are the subclasses of G.   Q.ED.

Proof of Theorem 2.4. Let U he the K-vectoi space of class functions of

G and U' he the ^-vector space of class functions of H. Following Winter [8],

define Tx : U—> U' by Tx(9) = 9 \H and define T2: U' —* Uby r2(¥) = *G.

Then Tx and T2 are linear transformations. Let Ax he the matrix for Tx and ^42

be the matrix for T2 taking for bases of U and U' the irreducible characters of
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G and H respectively. Then Ax = (cí;) (i = 1 . . . t,j = 1 . . . s) and A2 = the

transpose of Ax. Let T: U —- Ube defined by T(6) = (6\H)G = T2° Tx(d).

So the matrix for T with respect to the basis of irreducible characters of G for U

A — A2AX — Sf     r2 •

Another basis for U is {fx ... /j} defined by

0   iÍg<¿K¡,

fi(g) =
1    if g EK¡,

where {/Cj ... KA is the set of conjugacy classes of G. Choose k such that

K¡r\H¥=0 (Ki<k)andK¡nH=0 for i > it. Let

r{= lCG(g,)\\Kt n HV\H\

where g,- G K¡. It can be easily shown that the matrix for T with respect to the

new basis {fx . . . fs} of t/ is

l\     • \
P =

•/

But

Er-lT/^ilc^Ol-l^ntfl
í=i   • i=i

f

= I//I ' 22 ICG(«y)l • ICyl   where the conjugacy classes of H

7=1 are {Cx .. . Cf} with h¡ G Cy.

= \H\~l Z ICG(«)I
ft en

= z   by the Lemma.
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However, since P is a linear transformation we have trace (A) = trace (B) and there-

fore 2,/Cy)2 = z.   QED.

Theorem 2.5. The irreducible S-modules are {e¡Mj} (i = 1.. ./,/= 1.. .s)

and ife¡Mj =£ 0 then etMj ¥ e^Mf for (i, j) & (i, /').

Proof. Let {Vx . . . V¡) he the irreducible S-modules. By Theorem 1.4

and Proposition 2.3, for each k (1 < k < I) we may choose an e¡ M¡   such that

Vk is a submodule of e¡ M¡ . By Corollary 22, c¡ ¡   = dim e¡ M¡ . If for some

k, elkMJk = nVk then c/fc/fc > dim Vk and so (cikik)2 > (dim Vk)2. And if for

some k, eikMh - Zp«pFp then c/fc/fc > 2p dim Fp and so (c/fc/fc)2 > 2p(dim Fp)2.

Suppose there exists a ft' such that c¡ , ¡ , > dim Ffe-. By Theorem 2.4, the num-

ber of subclasses = Sydty)2 > 2'(c,- /fc)2 > ^^(dim Kfc)2 = the number of

subclasses which is impossible (2' is summed only over those ik,jks chosen above

without repeating any). Hence ct¡,   = dim Vk (1 <k <l) and {e¡M¡} are exactly

the irreducible S-modules.   Q£X).

Corollary 2.6. X/'s is irreducible if and only i/X/b = n$ for a one-di-

mensional character $ of H.

Proof. Proposition 2.3 and Theorem 25.   Q.ED.

The next corollary was proved by Wigner as a main result of [7]. Let

rl    ifcl7>0,il    ifCijX),

\0   ifc,, = 0.w     xx w/

Define a commutator of S to be an element of the form xy - yx for x, y ES.

Corollary 2.7. 2I;c?- = r«e number of subclasses minus the number of

linearly independent commutators of these.

Proof. By Theorem 2.5, 2,- ,c^- = the number of distinct irreducible char-

acters of S. But as is well known, the number of distinct irreducible characters =

dim(Z(S)) = dim(S) - dim(S') where S' is the subspace of S generated by com-

mutators of S.   Q.ED.

3. The irreducible characters of S. In this section, we will use the informa-

tion about Schur algebras discussed in § 1.  Recall that S and KG are Schur alge-

bras of KG and Z(KH) is a Schur algebra of KH. We may also view S as a Schur

subalgebra of the Schur algebra KG, since each subclass is a union of basis ele-

ments of KG. Since the conjugacy classes of H are subclasses, Z(KH) is a Schur

subalgebra of S.
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Theorem 2.5 identified the irreducible 5-modules as {efM} where

{Mx . . . Ms} are the irreducible ÄfJ-modules and {ex . . . et} is a set of ortho-

gonal primitive idempotents of KH. It will be understood that efMj appears in

the list of irreducible 5-modules if and only if c/;- =# 0. Let {ty¡j} he the irreduc-

ible characters of 5 with ^f/. afforded by etM,. Proposition 2.3 implies that

Xj\s = 2(-(deg fy^ij. So ^   is a component of x/01$ and is not a component

of Xklsforfc^/'o-
Let Z(KH) be the center of KH and {w(}'_, the irreducible characters of

Z(KH) defined by w¡(Ch) = \Ch \<f>¡(h)/deg *,. (/ = 1 . . . t) where Ch is the con-

jugacy class of H containing the element h of H [2, p. 28]. The characters {$,.}

are indexed so that &¡ is the character afforded by the irreducible ^//"-module

KHet.

Theorem 3.1.*tflz(JCIÍ) = cijWi.

Proof. Let

deg *4 _

[3, p. 483] be the orthogonal central idempotents of Z(KH). So Z(KH) -

©2Í=1Z(K»).// where {Z(KH)f¡} are the simple two-sided ideals of Z(KH) and

also the irreducible Z(KH)-mod\ûes since they are of dimension one.

Let e¡M\ZfKH\ * 2^_,«¿(Z(K£0/ft) where the «JJ are nonnegative inte-

gers. Since f¡e¡ = e¡, it follows that ftetMj - e¡Mj (/ = 1 . . . t). Now, multipli-

cation of both sides of the first equation in this paragraph by /■ yields

eiMj*z(KH) * n'i(Z(KH)fJ). This implies

!0     if k ¥> i,

c¡j   if k = /,

since dimfoMp = cf/ and dim(Z(/<:/0/k) = 1. Hence ̂ ¡j\z,KH) = c^-vv,..   QE.D.

Z(KH) is a Schur subalgebra of 5, so we may induce the irreducible charac-

ters w¡ of Z(KH) to characters wf of 5.

Corollary 3.2. wf is an irreducible character of S if and only if there

exists a j such that c¡j = 1 and cilc = 0 for k =£ /.

Proof. By Theorem 3.1, ^¡¡\Z(kh) ~ cijwi for ^ l and/. So by Theorem

1.6, wf = "LjC^jj and wf is irreducible if and only if one ctj in the sum is non-

zero and this c/;- has to be 1.   Q.ED.
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In §1, integer constants v, cy, and a¡ were defined associated with a Schur

algebra. Also the constant CA of a Schur algebra A was defined. In Proposition

3.3, we give the values for these constants for the Schur algebra S. Note

u = LCM{lP^llgGG}    and   cB   = j¿q

CSo =T.cBgBgB*g and   ^-¿^r.
*««£)

Proposition 3.3.

(a) Cs0 = ^,     Z     ^-1«"1,
h^HgGG

^ *«     degdp.degx/"

Proof, (a) C^ was defined to be 2ß (u/lPgl)P^P*. Choose a Bgi and let

P^j = £1 + . . • + g„, then P*x = g\~l + . . . + g~l.  For g, g E Bgl there exists

anhEH such that hCH(g)h~l = CH(g'). For each 1 with 1 < 1 < «, there exists

a subset {hix,..., hin} of H such that # = hixCH(g¡) U . . . U hinCH(gt) and

we may write

P*, =JfT1 + »m*!1*« + ... + hXng-xlh-ln

or

or

So

B*   = g2* + h22g2Xh~2\ + • • • + Aînft1^

if, »A1 +/*„2 A2 + • • • + hnngnlhnn.

V*i = (J +^i"i2^^72 + • • . + fi*1.*I1*Ti)

+  (1 +^2/î22^21/l22 + • • ■ + S2h2ng2XhT2n)

+ . .. + (1 + gnhn2g-nxh~n\ + ... + gnhnng-nlh-nn)

= Wlfïï\ ^ ^l^l"1""1 + • • • +   Z ¿A'«"1] •
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Hence \EgV~lBgB* = l#r%e/y.fce£. khk^hT1 for each g E G and so c£ =

ulffr-%6//;fgG**«'~lA"1-  Q.EX>. *

(b) By the discussion in the beginning of this section, the only irreducible

character of G with the property that ¥« appears in its restriction to 5 is X/ and

^,7 appears with multiplicity deg *,-. So *£G = (deg #f)ty by Theorem 1.6.

This implies deg tyfjG = (deg $,-)(deg x,)- Letting KG = the Schur algebra A in

the definitions of § 1, we have C%G = \G\ and the constants b¡ = fy(Cf Gydeg X,-

= IG I. By Theorem 1.7(a),

deg frffG    u&y deg^degX;    p|g|
I—T— — —   or  -~\    "î"— —-.   Q.E.D.
deg*,.,.      a„ deg*f/        a,y

Proposition 3.4.

Z'(degXj)^ij(Bg) = 0   for   Bg n H - 0

awe?

£'(deg xy)*tf (»,) = Id l^l"1*,^)   for BgC\H±0.

The sum 2' means we sum over all fs such that e(Mj =£ 0.

Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.1, let

deg d>
fi = ~^B^JM     ̂      f0r/=1"-'

be the central primitive idempotents of KH. (We may sum over the subclasses

contained in H because they are exactly the conjugacy classes of H.) Since each

element of 5 commutes with all the elements of KH, each f¡ is also a central idem-

potent of 5. Let {b,} be the primitive central idempotents of 5 indexed such that

there exist disjoint sets {b,}"Jx, {b,}"2„ +1, ..., {b,}"l„     + I such that/, =

yin^ + lh
The simple two-sided ideals of 5 are {Sb¡} and each Sb¡ is the direct sum of

isomorphic 5 modules. We will show that if n¡    x </<«,.   for some /„ and if

Sb¡ « (dim eiM¡)eiMj for some / and /, then necessarily KHf¡   « (dim KHe¡)KHe¡.

So suppose e¡Mj is a direct summand of Sb{ for nf   , </<«,.   and KHe¡ is not

a direct summand of KHf¡ . Then 0 = S(f¡ b¡) since in this case f.   annihilates

e¡Mj. But this implies/ b¡ =0 which is impossible.

Hence we may renumber the bj& with two subscripts such that Sbu *

(dim e¡Mj)e¡Mj and by is a summand of/. Now by Theorem 1.3,

des tyii

•i Bg *
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and hence

deg <!>•   _ dee1!''...

y   1    r^deg^.degx, "I

by Proposition 3.3(b).  So by comparing coefficients, we have for B  n H= 0,

i    deg i>, _
° = ^~ÍGT^'(-degXJ^'i(B^

therefore Zy(deg X/)*,y(Pg) = 0 and, for BgC\H± 0,

T,(degXj)%j(Bg) = \G\ iHÏ-i^Bg). Q.E.D.

Theorem 3.5. For any c¡¡ that is not equal to zero we have for g EG,

deg x,-

where K  is the conjugacy class of G containing g.

Proof. By the discussion in the introduction to this section, ^¡, is a com-

potent of Xfe I5 if and only if k = j and ctj + 0 and if this is the case ^¡^ occurs

as a component of \,\s with multiplicity deg <!>,.. Therefore, by Theorem 1.6,

■KG
(deg^)xj = *fiG = (v/a^Vy ° ?

where

%(g) = \Eg\-%¡(BA   and   ÇKG(g)= Z kgk'1.
1 s        'i    s kBG

So for g E G we have by Proposition 3.3(b),

v deg <!>,• deg x,-~
(deg«^fr) =      v]G']c¡¡    '*„ o fG(g)

and hence

dc£ Y« 1 dCS Y*
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Corollary 3.6. For h EH, and ci} ¥> 0,

des y*

where

Í^(x) ifxEH,
deg*.

cijw'x'

Proof. By the proof of Theorem 3.5 and Theorem 3.1,

^(khk-1)degx.T
*W - IGI^ [ Z CH

kŒGikhk-iiEH 6    »

+

tec
Z ,   W1-!*^***-*]' QED-

Note that if H < G, Corollary 3.6 is Theorem 17.3(g) in [3].

Theorem (Clifford). If x is an irreducible character of G and N is a nor-

mal subgroup of G, then all the irreducible characters of N which are components

o/xljv are conjugate.   That is, x'jv = e£"_,<!>*' where ^(g) = &(xgx~l),

{gx . . . gn] are coset representatives of the subgroup [k E G\$k = $} of G and

e = (deg x)/« deg <i>.

So we may think of Corollary 3.6 as a generalization of this theorem of

Clifford.

0. Tamaschke [5], [6] has done considerable work on Schur algebras, but

unlike Roesler, he does not require {e} to be in the partition of G which forms

the basis elements for the algebra. An algebra Tamaschke has given special atten-

tion to is the double coset algebra which is the subalgebra of KG generated by

all double cosets, HgH, with g EG. By modifying a proof of Tamaschke, [5,

p. 19] it can be shown that the double coset algebra is a two-sided ideal of the

subclass algebra.
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